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The single most common mistake made by those who want to accomplish more in life is thinking

they can "get by" without a well-written success plan! That is the equivalent of committing "Success

Sabotage"!A second problem is the reliance on other "Success" systems that are flawed in one or

many ways. As an example:ÃƒÂ¢â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Many programs leave out certain principles that are

crucial for success which leave you frustrated.ÃƒÂ¢â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Many don't teach you to set

reasonable goals.ÃƒÂ¢â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Confusion due to vague and incomplete

instructions.ÃƒÂ¢â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Many don't warn you about the common mistakes to avoid. The end

result: You unknowingly do the wrong things, even though you are following instructions to the letter,

and end up with the wrong results.Those are the reasons why Jim Rohn and Chris Widener (two of

today's most respected success consultants and speakers) decided to collaborate and design a

system that would help anyone craft their own personal development plan, minus the flaws

described above.During their climb to success, Jim and Chris kept meticulous notes, and

discovered the major principles that are crucial to anyone's success. These many principles were

analyzed extensively (through both their own experience and consultation work) and distilled into

twelve easy to understand principles (or "pillars" as they call it). They are:But they didn't stop there.

They went further and created a system that not only helps you learn these principles but also

guides you, step-by-step, to craft a personal and actionable Success Plan.
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"Twelve Pillars" is a story about Michael Jones and a life changing experience he is about to have

when his car breaks down on the side of the road. Michael a middle aged salesman, feels he works



hard, has nothing to show for it and that his life is going nowhere.Walking to the nearest house for

help, he comes across the "Twelve Pillars Estate" and meets Charlie, the caretaker for the property.

Twelve Pillars is a large beautiful mansion style house with twelve large white pillars on the front of

it, which intrigues Michael. As Charlie begins to help Michael gets his car working and Michael

begins to ask him about the homes pillars. Charlie tells him the pillars have significant meaning to

the home owner Mr. Davis. They have made him a very wealthy, successful man and represent his

method for success. Michael becomes more curious than even about the pillars and a relationship

between him and Charlie begins.Months pass since Michael's car had broken down and whatever

he could he would make time to visit the estate to learn the story of each pillar from Charlie. Charlie

always anticipated Michael's arrival and looked forward to their visits.Michael had learned the

importance of eleven pillars and six weeks would pass until he would learn about the twelfth one.

The lessons he had already learned had made a major impact in his life so he was looking forward

to the learning about the last one.When Michael arrived that day to meet Charlie the gate of the

estate was closed and he did not see Charlie anywhere in sight. He rang the buzzer and met Mrs.

Davis, Mr. Davis' wife for the first time. Charlie was available but that day Michael learns the lesson

behind the twelfth pillar and understands its importance.

Jim Rohn has been imparting wisdom and sharing his success philosophies and principles for over

thirty years. Chris Widener is a rather newcomer to the field of personal development compared with

Rohn, but he has also shared the stage with some impressive people sharing his wisdom through

speaking and writing. Now these two personal development professionals have teamed up to write

a short little novel that contains a tremendous amount of wisdom in twelve secrets of success.The

book is short, only 120 pages, and very easy to read. It is a story of a young man named Michael.

After his car breaks down, Michael meets an old man named Charlie. Charlie teaches Michael about

the twelve Pillars of Success. The Pillars, or lessons, are very simple, but that does not mean they

are not extremely powerful. If you really take what Rohn and Widener are teaching through this

story to heart, you will undoubtedly achieve more and live a more productive and happy life. You will

live a life that is much more fulfilling and be rewarded with more meaningful relationships.Just

because the lessons are simple, does not mean they are necessarily simple to incorporate into your

life. However, if you have this little book there to remind you and keep you on track, you will surely

become a more successful person.I really enjoyed the story and I'm sure I'll read it again and again

each time I need a quick boost and reminder of those things to focus on. It is such a quick read with

so powerful a message, I'd encourage everyone to read it more than once. Let the lessons these



two teach sink in and make sure you act upon them.This book by Jim Rohn and Chris Widener will

surely inspire you to take your life to the next level and beyond.
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